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CHAPT3R I

THS PROELIiSJ

Reading is one of the nost Important conErnmication skillG a
child ?dll learn in his lifetiioe*

It is also one of the raost contro¬

versial oreas in education.
The loioTrledge e^cplosion, in conjunction vdth the population
explosion, has ia»posed great pressures upon educators, especially
the classroom teachers*

l?71w Johnny Can^t Read has snowballed into

an avalanche of experimentation on techniques for improving and
hastening the learning process of reading**

The decision of ^^ch

technique or combination of techniques to employ is likely to confuse
the over-burdened classroom teacher*

Until a ”fad" has been proven

successful^ the teacher usually relies on tlmetested methods*

Purpose of Study
It was the purpose of this study to ccwapare two approaches to
the teaching of remedial reading;

a relatively new method called

Prograiamed Reading and a conventional method using a basal reader*
Three hypotheses were proposed;
1.

There is no significant difference in silent reading behavior
of remedial readers tau^t with programmed materials and those
taught with a basal reader*

2*

Theare is no significant difference in oral reading behavior
of remedial readers taught with programmed materials and
those taught with a basal reader*

2

3»

There is no significant difference in spelling proficlenej
of remedial readers taught irith progroamaed materials and
those tau^t with a basal reader*

Characteristics of Progracmed Instruction
Wilbur Schrazma (1962) described programmed instruction as a
"learning experience in ?diich a ’program* takes the place of a tutor
for the student 9 and leads him throu^ a set of specified behaviors
designed and sequenced to make it more probable that he will behave in
a giTen desired way in the future*"

The prograa may be housed in a

teaching machine or in a programuied text*

But^ it is the program that

is the izaportant thing in programmed instruction*
David Cram (X96l) suiaraarized three characteristics cocmon to
"teaching machines" as follows:
!•

They present Information and require frequent responses
by the student*

2*

They provide immediate feedback to the student, informing
him whether his response is appropriate or not*

3*

They allow the student to work IndiTidup’ly and to adjust
his own rate of progress to his own needs and capabilities*

The efficiency of prograisned instruction, as sunaarized by
Skizmer (l95l), is dependent on the following factors:
1.

The student is frequently and immediately reinforced.

2*

He is free to move at his naturEil rate*

3*

He follows a coherent sequence*

Programmed learning is a*'term applied to a teaching method, and
is one of Hie four elements necessary in a learning process: the subject
matter, the teaching method, the teacher and the student*

Fundamentally,

3
programed learning implies a highly developed rationale aM incorpo¬
rates much of nhat has been known about the psychology of learning*
The subject matter is organized^ or programmed, according to tJiis
rationale and then administered by a mechanical device or a special
book to one or more students*
Programed instmaction differs from conventional classroom
teaching in many respects.

A skilled teacher develops his subject in

small steps, In each of which an idea, or part of an idea, is first
explained.

Then he asks the student a question which requires an

extension or application of the idea.
student is informed of his success.

If the answer is correct, the
If the response is incorrect, the

teacher explains further, and brings the student closer to the answer*
In the regular classroom, the T?hole class is involved in the Instruction
but orJLy one or two students may be concerned directly with a particular
response in any step*
ioiisly.

Hopefully, the other students participate vicar-

Programmed instruction, on the other haaad, requires continuous

active responses from each participant involved in the learning sitxiation.

Characteristics of Programmed Reading
Programcied Reading was developed by Cynthia Bee Buchanan and
Br* H* W. Sullivan, and was published by the Webster Division of
McCram^-Hill Book Company, 1965•
simultaneously!
tional.

It utilizes four levels of progression

linguistic, psychological, programmed, and motiva¬

The linguistic level assumes that the beginning reader is

familiar with the language he uses.

He should be able to recognize the

26 letters of the alphabet and to associate the sounds vdiich these letters
represent.

The child learns to read by discovering the relationship
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that written symbols have to the lang^ia^^e which he speaTrs,

Therefore»

some advocates of programmed reading conclude that the learner needs
a text that presents written symbols in one-to-one correspondence with
I

their sound values.

Thus, the child can make generalizations co rectly

within the system that he has learned rather than being required to
recognize isolated words or to analyze relationsMps.
Since the English language contains many phonetically "regular”
and "irregular” sound symbols, a careful analysis of these symbols
has been made by linguists who classified and organized these symbols
for an assumed effective learning sequence •

Prograanmed Reading is a

linguistic method; that la, it is disciplined to the phonemic and
grammatical structure of the English language*
At the psychological level, generalizations are stimulated by
rewards and repetition.

When a child sees that a letter Is appro¬

priate in one linguistic situation, he may tend to generalyse that
it must be correct in another similar environment.

Each frame, or box

containing one bit of inforsiation. Is carefully sequenced so that
each generalization leads to a correct response, a valuable psycho¬
logical reinforcement*
The pi-ogreamaed level allows each individual to proceed step by
step, at his own pace, from simple, known ideas to increasingly complex
situations*
The motivational level allows the child to read words and
attach meaning:; to them by the use of a pfcture directly related to
the sentence*

The picture repi’esents a clearly defined problem and

the accompanying sentence represents a concept which resolves the

5

problen.

It is assumed that he is notlTated by his successes - posi^-

tive reinforcement*

Charaeteristice of the Betts Basal
Readers* Third Sdltlon
Basal readers are structured to follow the psychological develop¬
ment of leamirig patterns of behavior*

The Betts Basic Headers* third

edition, developed by B2sme;,t A. Betts and Carolyn H* T'elch (/uaerican
Book Company, 1963), uas selected for the control group in this study*
This method begins with a two-fold language readiaaess program:

(l) to

find out how well pupils can listen end speak, and (2) to develop oral
language skills as preparation for reading readiness activities*

Each

skill introduced in the language readiness program follows a carefully
plaiuied sequence in preparation for the printed word.

A basic sight

vocabvilary is developed in the pre-primers, the primer, and the first
reader throu^ tlie aid of pictures which help to convey the idea*

The

teacher’s manual which accompanies each book of the series. Includes
suggestions to help guide children to recognize the words, to note
the word characterietics (including phonics), and to remember them*
Prom these beginning experiences, children establish and rein¬
force word recognition skills, strengthen the practice of reading from
left to right, and learn about the organization of books in general,
such as the top of the book, the table of contents, sequence of pages,
sections of a book, and relationship of a title to the story*
In addition to the text and the teacher’s manual, workbooks
are provided for practicing the skills introduced or reinforced by the
story In the reader*

6

The laethodolo^ eriployed "by the tesjcher ia otracltured as folloTre:
(l) preparation for reading - establishing the baekf<px>nnd for the story
and presenting the vocabulary,’-, (2) guided silent reading, (3) I’ereading
for specific purposes, {4) related activities, and (5) enrichment
activities.
The content of a basal reading system is built with a controlled
vocabulary idiibh is Introduced gradually and repeated with s-tudied
regularity in jaeeningful context.

Prograamed Reading also foUov/s

the principle of vocabulary control, but in a different way.

^ords

are controlled according to the regularity of sound-symbol relationship.
Progress in learning to read tlirough liie use of a basal reader
is measured by means of individual checks at certain periods determined
by the teacher, and throu^ tests published by the editors of the texts.
These tests, fotmd In the work-study books, are closely^ related to the
skills introduced In that particular section of the

Design of the Study
A fo\rr group design was used in this study, with ten subjects
in each group, forty In all.
two control groups.

There were two experimental groups aM

The experimental groups were tau^t to read with

the programmed reading method, and the control groups instructed with
the conventional baisic reader.
Forty subjects were drawn from the retarded reading population
of grades one, two and three of two elementary schools in the Westfield,
Massachusetts Public School System.

Harris (l96l) stated that primary

children’s reading age should be at least six months below the mental

7

age before thej^ could be elasolfied as reading below expectation. Hemediation, Harris streased, should not begin until the child has had at
least one year of instruction.

The retarded reading population selected

for this study followed Harrie* criteria, and were considered to be "laild”
cases.

Reading retardation ranged from .5 to 1.6 months, with a nean

of .815 and standard deviation of .15.
Bond and Tinker (1957) established similar criteria (but with
sli^tly different terminology) to identify the retarded reader.
addition, they classified retardation as ‘’Tpi.ld” or seTere.

In

”!^ild" cases

of reading retardation are those readers ^^o are significantly retarded
but show sjo unusual or liaitlng characteristics, i.e., no unusual wordrecoguiition deficiency, limiting mechanical, habits or Inability to sense
thought units^

It also includes those who have no personal rejection of

reading, nor have an;y emotional disturbance about it.

They are imiature

readers who need instruction suited to their level of progress, a
highly motivated reading program, and an opportunity to read a lot*
In contrast, severely retarded readers are best desertved as complex
disability cases, iisually involving bright, capable youngsters who
demonstrate ant^igonism-toward reading
Inability to read*

They demonsti^te

embarassed about their
of gener^il basic skills

and abilities well enough to be able readers in other areas.

Usually,

severe reading disabilities need the services of a reading clinic.
Since the researcher worked in two school buildings within the
same school system, each school had an exp<3rimental group and a control
group, with ten subjects in each group.

Although the sise of the sample
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was siaall, the researcher recognized that this was but a pilot study
fron^bhich inferences ni^t be drav'm to encourage f arther studies on a
broader scale,
!I?he groups were tested on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test^ an
individual nonverbal intelligence test*

Form A of the Gilmore Oral

Reading Test, an individual test, was administered at the start of the
progreaa to the experimental cmd control groups of one school, but not
to the groups in the second school*

This was done to control the

effects of a pretest on subsequent behavior*

Form S of the American

School Acliievement Test* Primary II* Reading and Spelling* group tests
of silent reading and spelling, were also administered to the same two
groups •

Parallel foims of the same oral and silent reading tests, and

the spelling test, were administered to all groups at the close of the
study in order to measure any change on these three measures*

Limitations of the Study
One limitation of this study was the small number of subjects in
each group*

Harris (l96l) however, has suggested that for best results

in a remedial situation, groups should consist of six to eight subjects

1

David Wechsler* (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children* Hew Toi^;
Psychological Corporation, 1949* p* 10) found the vocabulary Obtest
scores to correlate more highly with Full Scale I*Q« than any sub¬
test* Congruent validity, according to Dunn (1965), involviiig the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the Wechsler scales are reasonably
eompfirable to those using the Binet* The Peabody I,Q. scores corre¬
lated with the WISC-F over the range .30 to *84 with a median of *61;
with the WISC-AT over the range .41 to .74 with a median of *675 with
the WISC-P over the range of *19 to .82 with a median of *39*
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vdth an instructional period of forty-fire minutes daily.

In this ntudy^

each group vras composed of ten subjects^ slightly higher than TTarrin*
recommendation*

When research deals with small groups» questions may

be raised about the general applicability of the findings*

This was

a pilot study to investigate a new aT>proach in teaching remedial
reading compared with a conventional approach in a remedial reading
situation; therefore, any questions raised should be viewed in t>te
llg^t of a pilot study designed to se k hypotheses rather tVian to test
more firmly established ones*
Another limitation was the grade involvement*

Only cmbjects

from grades one, two, and three were selected for this ntudy*

This

was based on the school system* s philosophy that the sooner remediation
is begun, the greater the possibility of sumounting reading problems*
The writer is aware, however, that Harris (l96l) has suggested that
remediation should not begin prior to the beginning of grade two or
after a one year period of reading instruction*

CHAP'TIR II

ESMTED E3SEAECH

Since the publication of B« P, Skinner’s (l954) first discussion
on teaching machines, many educators have become interested in the
theory and application of programmed instruction#
Skinner’s success with pigeons led to extensions of his methods
in prograzaaing to human beings*

In 1961, he described specific types

of machines and the types of learning possible throu^ the iise of
these machines#

Programmed Instruction
Poliowing in the path of Skimer’s fundamental research, many
researchers are currently investigating conditions under which care¬
fully programmed instruction can be used, with little or no active
involvement of a teacher, to bring about leaining#

Lumsdaine and

Glaser (i960) have compiled an outstanding and useful guide which covers
many types of teaching machines and their functional potential in the
classroom#

A more technical discussion of recent progress in the art

of prograjEHaed learning has been edited by Philip Lambert (1962)#
Programmed leazming was evaluated by Lumsdaine and Glaser (i960),
and found to be successful in several areas of the curriculum, especially
in language study, mathematics, science, and social studies, (Komoski,
1962)*
reading#

Little re^arch, however, has been done in the areas of programmed
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How can reading object ires by translated into program form?
Stolurow (1962) placed "the emphasis of prograBsaed learning on the
educational values of programming rather than on the claims that machines
vdLU replace teachers or will produce **automatic learning*"

He stated

that "the main staying quality of programmed instruction. . . is its
capability of controlling conditions
to control*

heretofore it was not possible

With programmed instruction * . • it is possible to be quite

explicit about a method or a teaching sequence."
Silberraan (1962) implied that the ascendency of the program
should be recognized over the device employed*

Komoski and Sohn (1962)

discussed some of the relationships betr/een programs and the theory
of reading abilities, with considerable reliance on Holmes^ (1953)
proposed Substrate Theory*
Blocnaer (1962) commented on the theoretical problems of beginning
reading instruction and on actual program building in reading as well as
in vaidous other fields*
To date, more programs have been piiblished than have research
evaluations been made of them*

Basing his evaluation of a reading

program on the following criteria. Pry (1964) analyzed som of the
current reading prograzas*

He stated that programmed instruction generally

means:
1*

Subject matter is broken into aoall bits (frames)*

2.

A student response is required (writing a word, pushizag
a button, turning to a specific page, or just tiiiriking an
answer*

3*

The student is immediately told the correctness of his response
(feedback) and sometimes why he is wrong*
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4*

Each student laay vary the rate to suit himself*

5*

The frames are arranged in careful sequence*

6,

The learning goals are specific (stated in such a way that
they can be tested - even a long subhead would often help).

7*

The audience is specific (fifth grade reading ability reoudred,
completed first year algebra, etc.).

8.

Revisions of the program are based on tryouts (tryout group
specified so teacher can compare it with her own class }•

9.

Proof of learning is desirable (there should be some evi¬
dence that a specified group has learned, how much, on what
test)*

10. Additional information, though not always part of progreaning,
will help the teacher in selecting the progreim. This would
include name of the author, average working time, specific
material covered (table of contents), pre- and post tests
(or criteria frames), readability level, basis of curriculum
content, and type of branching.
I?ry (1964) evaluated the SRA Heading laboratories and the Scott
Poresman Reading Series as ”systems” or parts of "systems” which included
prograimiied instruction as a major or a minor part of the respective
"system".

He found that they met the first four of the ten points

listed above, and possibly, point ei^t of his crit:.’rla, but not the
remaining five.
The Reading Coin^se. a teaehall snul tipi e-choice teaching machine,
produced by Publishers Company Incorporated (l962) covers forty-eight
nouns and nothing more.

Thou^ the TeachaH pamphlet mentions that the

reading series is "a product of over two years of research by a staff
of educators, psychologistB, and reading specialists of one of America’s
most modem Universities,” no names are mentioned.
A more complete program for beginning readers is Cynthia Buchanan’s
(1963) Programed Reading.

This is a series of programed test workbooks.
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patterned aft^^r the traditional reading scries with additional work¬
books planned for the near futo^ to Include all grades from kinder¬
garten through grade six.

Teacher’s manuals are included.

Cynthia

Buchan£m had worked under the tutelage of Br. Skinner at Harrard and
has incorporated many of the Skinnerian program techniques into her
programmed reading series.

An additional asset is the linguistic

approach employed in this beginning to read series.
Pries (1963) has cooaented that Buoha3aan*s Programmed Headers
are one of two linguistic series consistent with linguistic science
which he’feels is most essential in any modem reading instruction.
Bostvdlck (1963) developed a series of scrambled booklets, Lessons
for Self Instruction. Ys^ich are definitely supplemental and are to
be used at the teacher’s discretion or to bolster areas of weakness as
shown by scores on achievement tests.

The Bale-Cball reading ability

level and classification of items by Bloom’s Taxonomy are provided for,
but proof of learning is lacking.
Schramm, Potell, and Spache (1962) published Steps to Better
Heading» wiiich was bauaieally a programmed text, Including multiplechoice items, scmie workbook type exercises and some passages of prose,
lo information about the tryout and revision procedures, nor proof of
learning were provided.

Pry (1964) felt that these books have much

more of the character of good programming than the typical workbooks
which accompany the basal readers.
Vocabulary development appears to be a fevority with programmers
and more has been done in this area than in other phases of reading.
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Worda by Susan Ma2U.a (1962) la an outstanding example In this field.
This woe the second program done on Tooabulary deyelopmont and la now
regarded as something of a classic In the field.
As reading programs become more numerous^ teachers should exe]>clse caution In selecting programs suitable for their classroom needs.
Pxy*s criteria for a good program i^uld become known to cdl teachers.
Up to the time of this study (1965)t related research In pro¬
grammed reading at the elementary lerel had not been aTallable^ thus
limiting the researcher's study to progrommed Instruction In general.

Basal Readers
Research In the area of basal readers has boon very extenslre.
Only recent studies^ relevant to this study, vdll bo considered.
In a major research survey of 795 school systems in communities
of over 10,000 population, with emphasis plao(‘d on the components of
the reading program, Austin and Marrlson (1963) suggested forty-five
proposals for change.
reading was cidvocated.

Ho slzigle method of instruction In beginning
Basal readers v/ere recommended as one Instn^

mental tool, and a xe-examlnatlon of the contents of the readers was
suggested.
In studying methods of teaching in the primary grades, McCreary
(1963) designed experimental materials to Improve aseoclatlon and to
promote reinforcement and transfer.

Using three subgroups of experl-

nental and control pupils, she fotmd that pupils using only the basal
readers (the control group) scored hl^er on a word recognition and a
standardized reading test that those edio had used the basal reader
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in addition to the experimental materials*

An analysis of the sub¬

groups rerealed that the materials were more beneficial for aboveawerage children and least helpful for slow learners*
In an eraluation done in Berkeley, California, McCollum (1962)
found no significant differences between two first grade groups and
a third grade group using the Carden Program for teaching reading
and matched groups ^irfiich had used the Scott, Poresman Basic Readers.
Cruickshank and Flowers (1963) used the Otis Mental Abilities
Tests, Alpha Short Form, and the Dominion Achievement Tests in Silent
Reading in each grade, one through four, in a Canadian school system
using the New Castle text-film method of teaching reading, and compared
the reading scores with two adjacent school systems which had used
basal reading programs*

Althou^ the test scores in reading favored

the school system using the New Castle text film, the authors concluded
"that there is no basis for Implying that the use of the New Castle
plan improved reading achievement under the conditions existing in
these classes*”
In a pilot stxxdy of 11 matched pairs oi^upils in the lowest
"stream” of grade one, the Public School Staff of South Peel, Toronto
(1962) used the New Castle Reading Programs with the experimental
group and the Canadian Basic Readers with the control group in a
neighboring school.

No statistical differences were found in the

reading progress of the two groups as measured in April of first grade.
Van Allen (1962) reported that in the San Diego County Reading
Study Project, a team of researchers investigated three approaches
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to reading: the basic reading, the individualized, and the languageeocperience.

During the period of obserration, careful reporting, and

systematic analysis of data, the research team confinaed the hypothesis:
2?here are numerous effective ways of teaching reading in schools*
Carline (i960) studied 72 elementairy classes and found that the
differences in achievement of pupils using individualized reading
materials and those tising the basal readers were not significant*
A report on a study using a modified linguistic emphasis versus
the basal reading p3X>gr3m was made by Sister Mary Edward (1964)*

A

sample of fourth grade children in Dubuque, Iowa, taught a basal reading
program, were matched with a sample of fourth grade children in Detroit,
Michigan, who were given a modified linguistic system*

Test data

revealed that the children receiving reading instruction with the
modified linguistic appro€u:h, achieved significantly better than those
children who had used the basal readers*
Belated research pertaining to the use of basal readers as a
siiccessful approach to the teaching of reading has revealed this to
be a good measure in a comparative study of methods of teaching reading
in the elementary grrdes*

Carline (i960), Edward (1964), and Yan Allen

(1962) used the basal reader in e<aaparative studies of approaches to tiae
teaching of reading*

The researcher used the Betts* Basal Headers*

third edition, as a standard of cesaparison \?ith Buchanan’s PrograaEied
Readers*
Intelligence and Reading
Research data relating to intelligence and reading was found to
be limited >

ifo recent studies were available to confirm positive

correlations between progress in reading ability and laental capacity*
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Past studies have revealed that dull children have been found to be
comparable to bright children of the sane mental age in word recogni¬
tion, but fail in more complex aspects of reading, such as, critical
thinking*

The influence of reading ability on group intelligence tests

was found to be insignificant*

Improvement in reading ability did not

increase intelligence quotients.
Evidence of a positive correlation between progress in reading
ability and mental capacity, as assumed by the edministration of the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test in this study, has been indicated by
a number of studies*

Bond and Clymer (1955) found that the following

measures of mental ability correlated significantly with two measures
of reading used!

(l) verbal measure of mental ability con^elated sig¬

nificantly with words and pictures as a measure of reading ability, and
(2) reasoning as a meeusture of mental ability correlated significantly
with words, figures, and perceptual speed as measures of reading ability*
Using various sub tests on the WISC, Burks and Bruce (1955)
obtained the evidence that ability to deal •vith abstractions is basic
to the reading process*
In a study comparing the achievement in reading of bri^t and
dull children of the same mental age, Bliesmer (1954) found that the
two groups were comparable in woid recognition, but the bright children
were superior in more complex aspects of reading*
Due to the influence of reading on group intelligence tests,
validity of correlations obtained between scores on these tests and
reading achievement tests have been questioned*

Lennon (1950) pointed

out that for some groups the correlation between progress in reading
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ability sand mental capacity increased
grade*

or less from grade to

He fficplained that intelligence test scores mi^t become

dependent on school learning*
Barbe (1955) argues that if reading influenced the scores on group
intelligence tests, then, ii?ipnoreiaent In reading ability should be
followed by an increase in I.Q.
no

Upon testing this assumption, he found

igniflcant ehaaages in intelligence quotients after reading rate

and comprehension had b^en improved*

Validity of the Peabody
Pictiire Vocabulary gest
To insure that vocabralary items used in the PP7T would predict
well, only those items were included vdiere the percentage passing
increased from one age group to the next to fom steep and linear
ciirres*

Words were avoided vdiich were biased culturally, regionally, and

racially*
Dunn (1965) reported the following validity coefficients when
the PFVT was compared with several other tests:

the Revised Stanford

Binet, a median of *85? the WISC-P, *61} the Otis Group Intelligence
Test, *68} and the Revised Van Alstyne Plctiire Vocabulaiy Test, *86*

Reliability of the Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test
Dunn (1965) stated that altemate fom reliability coefficients
calculated by age levels for the subjects on which the test was
standardized ranged from a hi^ of .84 at the seventeen and eighteen
year levels to a low of *67 at the six year level, with a medixon of
*77*

This test was standardized on 4*012 varied subjects extending
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over the age range of two years six months through eighteen years*
noims were extrapolated downward to one year nine months*

Spgll^ and Beading
What is the relationship between spelling and reading behavior
emoag students?

Is there any transfer of one to the other?

In a study which dealt with the relationship between scores
in spelling and in reading comprehension, vocabulary, and academic
aptitude of 200 pupils in grades three through twelve, (Jownsend (1947)
concluded that corrolation between'spelling and vocabulary was higher
than between spelling and reading ccKapi^ehension*
gei^lin (1954) and Zcdler (1956) agreed that botli theory and
evidence suggest that son» amount of phonics Instruction, as yet
undetermined, mi^t be of substantial benefit to spelling.

Zedler

(1956) inferred that sound perception and discrimination are signi¬
ficantly related to spelling ability*
Sudisell (1957) indicated that pupils^ reading and spelling
abilities were enhanced throu^ the improvement of their abilities
to relate aural-oral sldlls to spelling.
In a study made to determine the effects of formal aural-oral
training prior to sight vocabulary instruction, Blooaer (i960) found
that an expex’imental group with prior aural-oral training subsequently
attained greater spelling proficiency than did a control group '.vithout
this training*
One Biay conclude frosi the research, therefore, that a relationship
exists between spelling and reading belmvior among students.

Correlation
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bet^voen spelling and vocabulary -jrae found to be higher than between
apelling rand reading coEipreheiiBlon.

Inprovemeiit in ability to relate

auralHnrril reading skills to spelling tended tc enhance greater
Bpelling proficiency*

Tl'iao, there appears to bo evidence of a trans¬

fer of socae reading skills to spelling*

Validity of the American
Sefeoi Achievement Tests
Since the America;-! School Acliievement Tests, Primary II» F.eading
and Spelling were used as measures of achievement in tliis studyj a
review of the validity and reliability of these instroments is in order#
Due to the inadequacy of criteria in the primary fields, Pratt
and Young (1958) determined that a eurric\iluu validation would be
most feasible#

The vocabulaiy of alllthe tests was checked against

widely used word lists and oomnonly used textbooks of the primary
grades.
One hundred itesns were given to 3>000 subjects in grades one to
four, in the schools of Erie County, Perni^lvaaia.

These schools varied

in sise fro© one-room schools to schools with more than 20 teachers and
were located in agriciiltural, Ind-festrial, and residential areas#

After

the percent of eri'ors was ta^bulated, 40 similar items were added.

Pro©

these, 72 items vYore selected and given to 300 pupils in grades one
throng four#

Sixty items, thirty for each of Penns D and B, were taken

from this selection and given as a final test th 100 pupils in each of
the gjrades one through four, and to 135 pupils in each of pcades two
and tliree#

Items were selected both for their discriminating values

within each grade as well as between grades.

The woids at the beginning

?1

of each test were euffielently easy to allow for some gueces? by the

poorest second {rrodo pupil, and wre sufficiently difficult at the
end to test the best third grade pupil.

Bellability of the American
School Aobievemcnt Tests
The 3?eliablllty of a test is determined by ascertaining how
close the reaulta of the test will parallel the results of the sans
test giyen at a different tl^ne, or perhaps a similar form giren at
the same time.

Pratt and Young (1958) determined this by co "relating

clianee halves of Porja I) and E, through the sampling of 193 cases from
approxiraately 3»000 cases.

Reliability coefficients of #834 in Sei^-

tence and T7ord Heaning, .925 in Paragraph leaning, and *825 in
Spelling were obtained.

Fcnas ? and G were devised later and the

coefficients of rellshility of .910 in Sentence and Word Meaning,
*952 in Paragraph Meaning and *839 in Spelling were determined by a
different method, i*e., by correlating the odd and even items and
appl3dLn.g the Spearmanf-Brown formula.

yalidity of the Gilmore
Oral Reading Test
Proficiency in oral reeding was measured throu^ the instrumen¬
tation of the Gilmore Oral Reading Test* an individual measure.

This

test was constructed according to certain specifications which, in the
jtxd.gEaent of Gilmore (1852) constituted desirable characteristics of a
valid reading test.

The most important aspect of the construction of

the test was the g3?adaticn of the difficulty of the paragraphs.

Three
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variables, vocabula-j'v, sentence ctructrirc, and interest t?ere eonr'idered
In a Daroaer vThich wotild accocraijdate the nesde erd capaeitiec of pupils
of different loaturity IgvgId*
After t?ie test had been constructed,

A nae adisinistered to

446 pupils In grades one to el:^t in a TIassachueotta eonnunlty,

?hecs

pupils also tooh the Stanford heading Test and the Eiihlnann-Anderson
Intelligence test.

The obtained data T/ere analyzed and final foms

of tile tost were rovioed.
Statistical eridsncec of validity were obt^^dLnod

compartag

scores on the Cilnore Test with tho.:e obtained from other oral reading
tests.

The Pearson product-ciDiaent correlations obtained by Gilaore

(1952) from a study of three oral reacliiig tests are as follows:

the

Crilnore aai the Gray Oral reading tests correlated in accuracy at
• 77 ar^ in rate at ,45; the Gilnore and Durrell Analysis of Heading
Difficulty correlated in accuracy at .80, in cosiprehension at #59#
and in rate at *50; and the Gray and Du^npell correlated in accuracy
at *73 and in rate at *39*

Since the Grey Oral Heading Tests do not

have a compreiienoion check, no correlations could be nade on that
neamre.

Reliability of the Gilmore
Oral Headir^ Test
Evidence of tlie reliability of the Gilocre Oral Reading Testt
according to Gilnore (1952), was obt^alned by administering both foms,
A and B, to groups of pupils of the eosae age in grades t^70, five, and
seven*

One half took the Form A first, and the other half took Pom B
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flrot.
followei

Altornate-fom reliabllltj coefficients obtained were as
In aceiuracy,

,85* and ,84 In grades two^ five and seven

respectively; and In comprehension, .68, .67, and .55 in the respec¬
tive grades.

Kuder-Hichardson reliability coefficients for acciiracy

wnd coKprehension, based on*'the scores of the pupils in grades two
five, and seven in the 8tandard5.zRtlon papulation were as follows:
In accuracy, .88, .86, rnd .89 in grades two, five, and seven
respectively; and In comprehension, .82, .78, and .78 in the respec¬
tive grades.

i

CHAPTER III

PROCSDHRS

Students of t%'o elementary schools of tns U’catfield, Pilassachusetts. Public School Systesa were selected to participate in this
study.

Permission was granted by the principals of the designated

schools.

Selection of Pupils
At the close of the school year, June 1965, lists of pupils
in grades one, two, and three, who were haring difficulty in learning
to read, as evidenced from the basal reader tests, were compiled by
the classroom teachers and pre^?ented to the researcher♦

Ho severe

cases of reading retardation, as classified by Bond and Tinlrer (1957),
were recogniised in the retarded reading ptxpulatlon of grades one, two,
and three of either school*

All subjects were ccnsidered to be mildly

retarded as defined on pogos 7-<^ above.
In September of 1965, a chance drawing of nam- s ms DBde for
rand<Ha selection of pupils from the above mentioned lists for assign¬
ment to the experimental and the control groups.^

Bach school had an

eacpeiimental group of ten subjects and a control group of ten r^ubjeets.
Harris (l96l) found that boys constitutsd about 66^ of milder

1

Schutz (1963) held that randomization is an all-puzpose procedure
vdiich approximates pre-treatrient equality of groxir>3 and lules out
systematic bias in assigning experimental units, e.g. students, to
treatment groups.

2$

PBading dlaabiXity eases and about 75 to 90f> of the sere re cases.
In the sanple used in this study^ the boyv constituted about 60JL
of the oases, a figure not inconsistent with the Harris findings*
The experimental group of school ntnd>er one will be referred
to as group A, and the control group will be called group 6*

In the

second school, the experimental group will be referred to as group C,
and the control group as group D»
Adid^st ration of the Peabody
Picture Voc^Bulary Test
Each group was tested in mental ability through the instru¬
mentation of the PF7T, and indiyidual non-re zbal test that correlates
highly with the VISC (see page 8, footnote 1*}

IXom (1965) claimed

that the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test tapped the subjects conprehensicm of the spoken word • • • and attwi^ted to proride a usefhl
prediction of school success, especially in the areas which depended
on re zbal intelligence*
The PFVT was an easily administered, wide range picture rocabulary test utilising a carefully graduated series of 150 plates, each
contaiziing four pictures*

Stimulus was prorided orally by the examiner*

The subject pointed to the best response to the stimulus word*

The

plates were presented in gradually ascending order of difficulty*
The Testing Progzem
Schuts (1963) found that students who take aehier^iezit tests
a second time usually do better than those who take the test for the
first time*

In order to attempt to c^tzbl the effects of a pre-test
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on gaibsequent behavior, the e35>erinental group A and the control group
B were exposed to pre-testing#

The two sirsilar groups, experimental C

and control D, were not pre-tested.

Since the effects of testing, and

the testing and treatment interaction may be controlled, generalizability
will increase and more comparisons may be possible#
Two pre-tests were administered: (l) the Grllmore Oral Beading Test#
an individiialized instrument, ?sdiich provided measures of accuracy of
oral reading, comprehension of material read, and rate of readingj and
(2) the American School Achievement Test - Primary II# Reading and
Spelling#

Bature of the Gilmore
Oral PLeading Test
There are two equivalent forms of this test, form A# rnd Form B#
Each is coE^rised of ten carefully constructed oral reading paragraphs
which form a continuous story, preceded by an illustration of characters
and events in the paragraphs#

Five comprehension questions follow each

paragraph.
As each subject read a paragraph orally, the examiner recorded
errors and timed the reading.

Upon completion of a paragraph, the

subject was asked five comprehension questions#

The testing began

with the reading of a paragraph one grade level below the actual grade
level and continued with successively difficult paragraphs until ten
errors were noted in a single paragraph#
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Nature of the Araorlonn
Sofaool AohieYemont Toate
The aentenoe and word meaning portion of the reading teat oonainted
of 30 iteme whioh meoeured the eubjoot'e reading vooabulary throu/'ii
the rooognitlon of the mooning of words In context.

Kaoh Item oonelated

of a single short sentonoe to be oompletcd by the siabjeot with one of
four words at the end.

The three oonfucion words glTon were generally of

the same parts of speech os a meaning related to the correct word.
The paragraph meaning section of the toot oonnloted of 13 para¬
graphs) each of whioh were followed by two questions.

The paragraphs

were oeleoted for their Interest value to children at the required age
level•
The Spelling Test consisted of 30 simple sentenoen with a word
omitted.

Four words were given for each sentence.

apelled oorreotly.

One word wae

Tiie three inoorreot worde were eeleoted experimen¬

tally 08 the moot frequently mieepellod words mode by children.

It Is

aaoumed that this typs of spoiling tost would sllmlnmts ths variation
In ths odmlnJ-stration of spelling tests whioh might make rruoh tests
um-ellable.

Mater1.alg For Inetrtwt.lonal Purposes
The experimental groupSf A and 0| used the rrofurmomed headers«
Series I. books one through seven, thslr related story books, and
alphabet oardo and sound symbol cards prograxmod by Sullivan Assooiates
(Webster Division, MoGraw-4flll Book Company, 1963)*
Instruotlon began with a review of ths nnoes of the letters of
ths alphabet, and was followed by a study of the sound-symbol relation-
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ship of the letters m, n, t, a and 1, in preparation for the ^rojorraianied
Primer»

This was the student’s first book and was designed for a

tutoring approach, similar to that «nployed with the alphabet cards
and the sound symbol cards.
with Immediate checks.

The student’s response was supplied

Progress in the Prograngaed Primer was rapid.

After this initial training, the students began to work independently
in their progromaed readers.

At the conclusion of three months of

study, the follovdng progress had been made:
Experimental
Book Comple ted
1
2
3
4
5

Group A
Eo. Pupils
2
2
2

6

1

7

Experimental
Book CToaple ted
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Group B
ITo. Pupils
1
3
2
2
10

Fo significant differences in reading achievement were noted
>

between the experimental groups.

Differences within groups could be

attributed to maturation, as the pupils varied in grade levels, and
to individual initiative.
The control groups, B and D, used the Betts Basal Readers and
the related work-study books (third edition, American Book Company,
1963).
Instruction began with a review of the three pre-primers.
On Our Way, Time to Play, and All in a Day. Each student had his own
work-study book ladiich related to the three pre-primers.

Upon completion

of the pre-primers, the students were introduced to the first reader,
Aro\ind Green Hills and its related work-study book.

33y the end of
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the instruction period, the fastest students had completed the second
of the two second grade readers, Over a. City Bridge, whereas, the
slovrest readers had finished the first reader, ArouM Green Hills#
I

In addition to the experimental matei’iale, a library of about
100 story books, ipaaaging in difficulty frc® preprimer level through
grade four, was made available from the school library to both groups
for recreation purposes.

following results were noteds

/

Ho. Books Head
No. Pupils
Mean Ho. Books Head

C-roup A
' 146
10
14.6

Group B
148 **
10
14*8

Reading for pleasure was encouraged.
equal In Groups A,

Group C
"T3I
10
13*1

G^up D
"145 ““
10
14*5

Interest appeared to be

and I), but sli^tly less in Group C*

Extent of Instruction
A period of instruction lasting forty five minutes dally was
given by the researcher to each group participating in the study during
the first half of the school year, 1965-1966*
IThe students eacae to the remedial reading room for dally instruc¬
tion and returned to their respective classrocmis for the remainder of
the school day#

No homework assignments were given, and no inst2:uctiGnal

materials left the remedial reading classroom.

Controlled Yarlables
2he following precautions were taken in an attempt to control
anticipated risks to validity of this study:
1.

Random selection of subjects from the same pop\ilation.

Each

retarded reader in 'ttiese schools in grades one, two, and three
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had an equal chance to be selected for the e35)eriment by
use of a chance drawlni; of aanee#
2m

The researcher served as instructor for all groups.

Attempts

were made to teach both methods with equal skill and enthusiaaai.
3#

G-roups were shown to liare no significant differences in learning
ability as measured by the PPVT.

4*

The researcher stratified tne ratio of sex in each group in
/

accordance with the ratio of boys and girls in the sai:q)le
population.
5*

Sq\ial time for instruction, 45 minutes each school day, was
allotted to each group.

6*

The remedial reading room was used for instructional pur¬
poses.

7.

Sach subject left his respective classrocaa on ti3:ae and
returned to liis own classroom when the 45 minute period
of instruction ended.

8.

Mo instructional materials left the remedial reading room
throughout the study.

9*

There was no loss of subjects due to pupil transfer.

CHAPTI^ 17

roroiNGS AI© COITCnjSia^TS

The piurpose of this study was to eanpare two methods of
teaching reading in a remedial situation:
a bassil reader series*

Prograinmed Heading and

Hypotheses were proposed that there were

no significant differences in behavior in silent and oral reading,
or in spelling proficiency ssRong subjects tau^it to read with, a prograiuEied reading method and those taught to read Tdth a basal reader
system.

Plndlngs on th^ Peabody Picture
TocabiSary Test
To check the assumption that the four £;Xoups used in the
experiment '^•ere comparable, as evidenced by their mean scores on
the Peabody Picttire Tocabulary Test, an analysis of variance was com¬
puted which slowed P « 2.1, p).05 (see Table l).

Therefore, the

researcher accepted the null hypothesis that tliere were no signifi¬
cant differences in learning abilities among the experimental and the
con^prol groups as meastired by the Peabody Picture Yocabulsiry Test.
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SAHLE I
AHALYSIS 0? VAHIAITCE 0? Tm IV^MS OH THE
PEABODY HCTDHE VOCABOIAPT TEST

Source

Treatment

SS

d.f.

655.3

3

Within

3746.1

36

Total

4401.4

59

F

P

218.4

2.1

P
.05

104

« 2.88
((>C.05) 3,36
Pretest PiincLlntqs
In September of 1965, at the start of the study, the experimen¬

tal and control groups of one school (groups A and B) vrere pretested.
Ameriean School Achievement Tests, Priimry II, Heading and Spelling,
Pom B, were administered as group tests.
Pom A, was administered individually.

The Gilmore Oral Heading Test,

The means of the t^ groups on

the silent reading and spelling pretests (see Table II) were sufficiently
close that no further analysis was considered necessary*

The t-test vTas

used to test the difference of 2.2 between the means on the oral reading
test.

Ho significant difference was found.
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TAjEE II
T!EA3?S OP TASI0U3

P^tPLOYSB

Groups

S^cperiiaental
A
G

Control
B
1)

Measure
VETS

99.1

99.2

101.8

101.0

Pretest
Oral
Readtog

18.7

16.5

Silent
Heading

17*3

17.1

Spelling

20.2

19.6

Posttest
Oral
Headir^

27.1

24.9

24.7

23.4

Silent ^
Reading

26.9

25.1

25.2

22.1

Spelling

23.5

22.1

24.6

19.9

n = 10 for 9ach group
H =s 40 overall
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PostteBt Pindliags
During the last weeh of January 1966, after three arid a half
laonths of inotruetion, all subjects participating in the study were
retested.

A different fom of the /uaerican School Achisveniant Tosts^

Prlinary II, than that which had been used in the pretesting, i.e.,
form D, was adudnistered in silent reading and in spelling.

A

different fom of the G-n.Tnorc Orgil Peadir.g Teet^ fora B, vras also
ftdminictered to all subjects*

fable II shows the neans of the various

measures used*
The P test was used to determine the significance of the differences
among the means*

Statistical findings were analyzed according to the

three behavioral factors;

silent reading, oral reading, and lulling*

An analysis of the means on oral reading beiiavlor showed P « *26,
I

p *05 (see Table III).

Thus, the null hypothesis ^,^3 accepted*

It

was concluded, therefore, that there was no significant difference
among the groups as reflected by the oral reading measure*

The only

difference was within groups,^ and these were not relevant to the study*

1

The difference within the €3q>erimental groups A and G suggests
the effect of the pretest in group A and not in group C as a
possible causal factor* Further study in this area Is recemmended.
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TABLE III
AHALY3IS OP YAHIAITCS OP TT!E J!2AirS OIT Tlffi
OHAX E3ADIHG POSTT5ST CCOHES

Source

SS

d.f.

70.1

3

23.36

Witliin

3218.8

36

89.41

Total

3288.9

39

Treatment

P
(X.OS)

3,36 = 2.86

MS

5-0

P

.26

.09

36
The analysis of Ttirii^nce of the silent reading scores sho’.Tcd
P = •S98, p>*05 (see Table IV),

Tima, the null hypothesis was accepted.

It was concluded, therefore, that there was no significant difference
in behavior aaong the groups as reflected by the silent reading measure.

TABLE IV
AHALYSIS OP VASIAITCB OP TIffi fiSAIIS (M THE
SHii’ST I?E.A2)II?(J ?OSTT7i;!?T SCORES

Source

SS

Treatment

119.50

Within

1614.28

Total
P
(oC.OS) 3,36 • 2.86

1733.78

d.f.

ISS

3

39.83

36

44.84

39

P

.898

.05

37
Tile analysis of variance of the spelling scores sho-nred
p = ,44j p^*05 (see Table 7).

Thus, the null iQrpothests was accepted.

Therefore, it was concluded

there was no significant differences

in behavior in spelling anong the groups as ref3-ected by the 8i>elling
measure#

TAHE^ V
ANALYSIS Of VASIAilCE Of THB MEAITS OK THE
SlELmO POSTTEGT X0H3S

Source

ss

Treatment

78# 4

d.f#

MS

^0

P

3

26 a

#44

•05

5S#7

Within

2114#7

36

Total

2193.1

39

f

«2.86
(oC#05) 3,36
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Conclusions
In view of the fact that there were no significant differences
aiaong the criterion measures that this study assumed to be correlated
with reading ability, it was concluded that there were no significant
differences in the two reading methods employed, viz#, programmed in¬
struction and a developmental program, in promoting reading ability
among retarded readers in the primary grades.
In the light of the above findings, the researcher would suggest
the following generalizations:

(l)

Programmed Heading can take its

place along with the basal reader approach in the repertoire of methods
of teaching remedial reading! and (2) spelling proficiency increases
as well with programmed instruction as with a basal reader approach.
Three Implications of this study merit further consideration:
!•

Is programmed reading effective in a remedial situation
involving "severe” as well as "mild" reading difficulties,
i.e., emotional disturbances, or specific language disability?

2.

Is programmed reading more effective with boys vdio tend to
be immature in reading ability?

3*

Does the efficient oiganization of programmed reading offer
an opportunity for initiating a remedial program for mild
retardation under the supervision of the regular classroom
teacher, thus freeing the remedial specialist to work primarily
with severely retarded readers?

The above-mentioned implications pertain to current problems pre¬
valent throughout the public school systems.

The researcher does not

39

claim that programmed reading will resolre these problems but suggests
that this new approach to teaching reading may have some merit in
offering a new solution to scane old problems.
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CHAPTEE V
SlMMiT

Tlie purpose of this study ?i?as to compare two methods of
teaching reading in a remedial situation as measured on the behavior
of the subjects in silent and oral reading tests and in spelling#
The two methods selected for the study ^vere Programmed Reading# a
relatively new approach developed by Cynthia D# Buchanan and M* W.
Sullivan (Hew Yor^c;

Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Coi^any,

1963) and the Betts Basal Readers# a conventional basal text approach
developed by Emmett A# Betts and Carolyn K# Welsh (third edition,
Hew York: American Book Company, 1963)#
Three null hypotheses were formulated:
1#

There is no significant difference in silent reading behavior
of remedial readers taught with progreaamed laaterials and those
taught with a basal reader#

2#

There is no significant difference in oral reading behavior
of remedial readers taught with programmed materials and
those taught with a basal reader*

3*

There is no significant difference in spelling proficiency
of remedial readers taught with programmed materials and those
taught with a basal reader#

This was a pilot study limited to forty *’mild” cases of residing
failiire, randomly assigned from a population of 132 subjects in grades
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one, two and three in two elementary nehools of the Westfield, Massa¬
chusetts, Biblic School System,

There were two experimental groups

with ten subjects in each group taught with prograsDied materials, and
two control groups composed of an equal number of subjects tau^t
with basic readers.

The instruction period lasted four months from

October, 1965 through January, 1966,
The tests administered to all subjects includedt

the Peabody

Picture Yocabulaiy Test^ an individual test of mental ability; the
0i3.iaore Oral Reading Testt an individual test of oral reading; and
the American School Achievement Tests» Primary II, Heading and Spelling,
group tests in silent reading and in spelling.

Protests were administered

at the start of the study to one esperlmental group and one control group
on the measure of oral reading, silent reading and spelling to deter¬
mine the effects of a pretest on subsequent behavior.

All groups were

posttested on the measures of oral reading, silent reading, and spelling
on a different fona of the tests used in the pretesting program.

An

analysis of varianee of the means of the measures used in posttesting
revealed no significant differences in the behavior of the experimental
and control groups in oral reading, silent reading, or in spelling.

Thus,

the three null hypotheses proposed at the start of the study were accepted.
Since there were no significant differences among the criterioB
measures that were assmed to be correlated with reading ability, it was
concluded tliat there were no significant differences in the two reading
methods employed, viz,, programmed instruction and a developmental program,
in promoting reading ability among mildly retarded readers in the primary
grades.

It ms also concluded that Programmed Heading, as compared with

a basal approach, can take its place in the repertoire of methods of
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teaching remedial reading; and that spelling proficiency increases
as well with prograiamed instruction as with a basal reader approach.
Three implications of this cttidy merit further consideration:
1.

Is programmed reading effective in a remedial situation
involring ”severe’* as

ell ae ’’mild” reading dlfficxilties,

l«e«, emotional disturbances, or specific language disability^
2.

Is programed reading more effective with boys vdio tend to
be tmatiire in reading ability?
A-

3.

Does the efficient organisation of programmed reading otter
an opportunity for initiating a remedial program for mild
retardation under the supervision of the regular classroom
teacher, thus freeing the remedial specialist to work primarily
with severely retarded readers?
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